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Project Objectives

•Determine the impact of 
gender integration on 
mission effects, fatigue, 
workload, cohesion and 
readiness
• Combat arms MOSs (closed-

MOSs)
• Non-combat arms MOSs 

(open-MOSs) assigned to 
combat arms units
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The Challenge

• Statistics is problem-solving
• Watching someone else do it is not as effective or relatable 

as doing it yourself

• Statistical problems and their implications are not well-
understood by military leadership

• Statistical complexity is often regarded as unnecessary 
and costly



Guiding Principles of Communication

• The idea isn’t to “dumb-down” your message or use less 
complex methods than are required by the data

• Rather, we are responsible for making the message 
accessible to a wider audience 

• Communication is two-way



Solutions

•Make the problem relatable

•Develop tools, tricks, demonstrations, and examples

•Remind audience why statistics is important

•Quantify “risk” and “uncertainty”



Statistics Behind the GCEITF Experiment

• Experiment was statistically complex:
• Sampling with replacement
• Design using effect sizes
• Continuous, categorical, count, survival, frailty, and ordinal 

outcomes
• Group outcomes modeled with individual characteristics
• Interim results reported using standardized differences



Designing the Experiment

• The experiment focused on several ground combat 
military occupational specialties (MOS)

•We collected group performance data on hundreds of 
physically demanding tasks

• Treatment groups were all-male control, as well as low-
and high-density female groups
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Example: Sampling with Replacement



Sample Sizes: Demo

• Do you detect a difference? 
• When does it feel detectibly different?



Example: Effect Sizes
• Why did we need effect size?

• How did we get effect sizes?



Sample Sizes: Demo

• Random selection … which one seems random? (a) or (b)



Reporting Early Results

• Leadership needed intermediate results as soon as the experiment 
started
• Confirmation Bias Concerns

• We had to come up with a unitless measure that couldn’t be taken 
out of context or be used to test a hypothesis

• We chose to report and had to explain the concept of standardized 
differences

𝑑 =
𝑥1 − 𝑥2

𝑠1
2 + 𝑠2

2
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Example: Standardized Differences



Project Volunteer Timeline



Data and Collection Methods
• Qualitative Data Collection

– Crew Status Survey
• Fatigue, Workload

– Group Environmental Questionnaire
• Task Cohesion

– Panasonic U1 Toughbook
• Subjective Observations by Data Collectors

– Daily Log Books and Written Notes
• Subjective Observations by Leadership and Staff

• Quantitative Data Collection
– Garmin GPS

• Heart Rate, Location, Pace, Time

– Team Polar
• Heart Rate, Time

– Reebok Checklight
• Head impact sensor

– GCEITF Target System
• Shooter Accuracy, Hits, Near-misses, Time, Location

– Panasonic U1 Toughbook
• Time, Counts, Event Occurrence

– Medical Database
• Number of Medical Visits, Diagnoses, Light Duty 

Days, Injury Mechanism

– Personnel Database
• MOS, Date Entered/Exited, PFT, CFT, Height, Weight, 

Body Fat, AFQT, GCT, Rifle Score, Pro/Con Marks 



Data Analysis and Modeling Methods

• Data Analysis
– Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

– Welch’s t-test

– Kruskal-Wallis test 

– Tukey’s Test

– Mann-Whitney U-test

– Shapiro-Wilk test

– Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test

• Data Modeling

– Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
regression 

– Linear Mixed Models

– Multinomial Logistic Regression

– Lanchester’s Square Law Model

– Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial 
Model

– Cox Proportional Hazards Model

– Frailty Model



Example: ANOVA

• “Which one of these things is not like the other one?”
• We’re building upon the concepts of variation around the mean 

mentioned earlier

• Statistical Significance
• “Not likely due to random chance or error”

• Show them what it “feels like” to be certain that something is different



Example: Need for Regression Modeling



Presenting Results

• Let’s roll some dice!



Presenting Results Graphically



The Experience Bias

•Covariate balance was potentially lacking on 
experience in combat arms

• To mitigate this bias, we:
• Tried to choose males and females from the volunteer 

population to maximize balance on experience
• Implemented a long training and workup program in which 

all Marines trained together
• Used results from integrated MOSs (Engineers, Provisional 

Infantry) to test for evidence of this bias



Defending Against Criticisms

• What is experience, and does it even matter in this 
instance?



Final Thoughts: 
Reversing the 
Concept of 
Accessibility


